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Secret Garden An Inky Treasure Hunt And Coloring Book Johanna Basford
Ten-year-old Mary comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors and discovers an invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked garden.
Welcome to The Magical Garden Colouring Book, a mysterious garden filled with fabulous flora, amazing animals, and magical creatures. Choose your favourite colouring pencils
or pens to bring the mystical garden to life. Enjoy more than 50 intricate illustrations for you to personalise, and create a magical garden of your own - and you can even colour
the beautiful matte finish cover!Prepare to relax your mind from stress and everyday troubles, and unwind with creative art colour therapy. Each image is single-sided which
means you don't have to worry about ruining any pictures on the other side of the page, and you can even cut out and frame your picture once you have completed it.Please visit
www.melkingcolouringbooks.com for a sneak peek of pages inside this book.Happy colouring!
From the internationally bestselling creator of Lost Ocean and Secret Garden comes a beautiful new adult coloring book that takes you on a wondrous expedition through the
jungle Follow ink evangelist Johanna Basford down an inky trail through the Magical Jungle and discover a forgotten world of flora and fauna just waiting to be colored in this new
coloring book for adults. Through intricate pen and ink illustrations, color-inners of all ages are invited to explore an exotic rainforest teeming with creatures large and small.
Encounter speckled tree frogs and dainty hummingbirds, prowling tigers and playful monkeys. Let your imagination run wild in the leafy treetop canopy or find yourself drawn to
the delicate world of sensational blossoms and tropical plants below. Now printed on specially selected ivory paper. This paper has been specifically created for Johanna
Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for creating beautiful colored pencil effects or chalk pastel backgrounds but also wonderful for pens, which will
glide effortlessly over its surface. Filled with stunningly detailed illustrations, Magical Jungle is a blissful and relaxing at-home activity for people of all ages. “The colorists have a
queen, and her name is Johanna Basford.” —New York Magazine “Consider trading in your yoga mat for a set of markers and peruse the gorgeous gardens of Basford’s
imagination.” —The Huffington Post
Tumble down the rabbit hole and find yourself in an inky black-and-white wonderland. Following on from the success of the best-selling coloring book Secret Garden by Johanna
Basford, this set of notecards is packaged in a gorgeous decorative box that you'll want to keep. There are 12 notecards with four different designs to suit a variety of occasions,
left blank inside for your message, and 12 envelopes. Appealing to all ages, the intricately-realized world of the Secret Garden is both beautiful and inspirational.
An all-new iteration of the adult coloring book—a gorgeously hand-illustrated storybook for readers to color and cherish, both an enchanting tale and a one-of-a-kind keepsake
From coloring book queen Johanna Basford comes a new spin on the world of adult coloring: a lavishly illustrated fable about a little girl named Ivy who stumbles upon a secret
door leading to the magical world of Enchantia. Ivy embarks on a quest through its many realms in pursuit of her inky butterfly, meeting whimsical characters and discovering
many wondrous things along the way. A charming story that interacts playfully with beautiful, colorable artwork in Johanna's signature style, Ivy and the Inky Butterfly is a one-ofa-kind adventure for readers of all ages to customize, color, and cherish. Printed on specially selected ivory paper. This paper has been specifically created for Johanna
Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for creating beautiful colored pencil effects or chalk pastel backgrounds but also wonderful for pens, which will
glide effortlessly over its surface.
Our lives become busier with each passing day, and as technology escalates, so does our access to work, obligations, and stress. Constant stimulation and expectation have left
us burnt out and distanced from the present moment. "Now" has become something that happens online, not in the space and time that we physically occupy. Color Me Calm is a
guided coloring book designed for harried adults. Art therapist Lacy Mucklow and artist Angela Porter offer up 100 coloring templates all designed to help you get coloring and get
relaxed. Organized into seven therapeutically-themed chapters including Mandalas, Water Scenes, Wooded Scenes, Geometric Patterns, Flora & Fauna, Natural Patterns, and
Spirituality - the book examines the benefits of putting pencil to paper and offers adults an opportunity to channel their anxiety into satisfying, creative accomplishment. Part of the
international bestselling Color Me series, Color Me Calm is the perfect way step back from the stress of everyday life, color, and relax! Don't forget to try Color Me Happy and
Color Me Stress-Free!
Jump into a world filled with super cute animals! There's more than one way to color a chameleon, along with dozens of other super cute critters in this adorable celebration of
animals and the natural world. Leave your worries behind as you swim with exotic fish, soar with wild birds, cuddle puppies and float with butterflies in this relaxing color
adventure that's sure to spark your creativity and entertain for hours. This coloring book is perfect for beginners and experts of all ages, with helpful instruction that shows basic
techniques and terms for seasoned colorists or beginners. Cavort with koalas or just stare at a bear, there's no end to the surprise and delight you'll find inside... • Over 50
coloring pages of super cute animals of every kind • Perforated pages make coloring easier and let you frame your colored masterpiece, give it as a gift or use it for another art
project!
Good news for all SECRET GARDEN fans! All editions of SECRET GARDEN now feature thicker and heavier paper stock, fighting bleed-through from ink pens. Experience the phenomenon
that has sold 2 million copies worldwide and launched the coloring craze for adults. This beautiful and interactive coloring book features delicate and highly detailed pen-and-ink illustrations—all
waiting to be brought to life with color. As added entertainment, tiny garden creatures are hidden on the pages, waiting to be found, and a key and index are included in the back. The book's
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cover and jacket are also colorable. Appealing to all ages, SECRET GARDEN is the original and first book by Johanna Basford.
Colorists drawn to the alluring magic of fairies will adore this book's images of beautiful garden sprites. More than two dozen original full-page illustrations, rendered in a sinuous style
reminiscent of Art Nouveau, depict graceful winged creatures surrounded by borders of roses, bleeding hearts, dogwood blossoms, and other flowers.
From the same ink artist and original publisher who brought you SECRET GARDEN and ENCHANTED FOREST (both international bestsellers), comes an exciting new coloring format: the
poster book. Over-sized, printed on a single side on extremely thick card stock of 400 gsm, and easy to pull out for framing, SECRET GARDEN: THE ARTIST'S EDITION provides larger
spaces for an easier coloring experience. This poster book features 20 enlarged designs from Johanna Basford's first book, SECRET GARDEN, currently a #1 New York Times Bestseller.
As featured in Parade Magazine A stunning collection of nature-inspired prints! Handcrafted in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by scientists, botanical and scientific prints captured the
intricate details and vibrant colors of the world's most fascinating plants and creatures. Now, the vintage illustrations can be found adorning the walls of homes featured in popular interior
design magazines--but you don't have spend a fortune to re-create these beautiful floral and wildlife prints. Filled with 60 stunning illustrations, The Art of Nature Coloring Book will guide you
as you use colored pencils to personalize your art and bring each plant or animal to life. These ornate prints will not only provide you with hours of entertainment, but will also serve as one-of-akind decorations that will liven up any wall or workspace. From the elegant peony to the lively mourning dove, The Art of Nature Coloring Book's flora- and fauna-inspired prints will fill your life
with the beauty of the outdoors.
Rediscover coloring with this pocket edition of Johanna Basford's multi-million bestseller Secret Garden. Take a ramble through a secret garden created in beautifully detailed pen-and-ink
illustrations. Bring them to life with color, while discovering the wealth of tiny creatures just waiting to be found in the pages. With gorgeous artworks, this book will appeal to all ages.
A special artist's edition of the hugely bestselling Lost Ocean with 24 illustrations from the original book, ready to color and frame. From the artist who launched a global adult coloring trend
comes this special artist's edition of the bestselling coloring book Lost Ocean. This collection features 24 of the most popular illustrations from the book, presented single-sided on extra thick
cardstock in a large-scale format, easy to remove and ideal for framing, display, or art projects.
As seen on CBS Sunday Morning · A hilarious pictorial parody of a clueless father and his adorable daughter In an attempt to create an image that his new daughter would one day appreciate,
Dave Engledow took a photo in which he's cradling eight-week-old Alice Bee like a football and doctored it to look like he's squirting breast milk into a "World's Best Father" mug. Friends and
family clamored for more. After Dave's humorous attempts to capture the sleep-deprived obliviousness of being a first-time dad went viral, he and Alice Bee found themselves bona fide
Internet and television celebrities. Merging a Norman Rockwell aesthetic with a darkly comic sensibility, Dave pairs each side-splittingly funny image with a log entry describing the awkward
situation that the World's Best Father has found himself in. Hilarious and heartwarming, Confessions of the World's Best Father is a celebration of the early years of parenthood.
24 completely unique unicorn coloring pages for kids ages 4-8!Unicorns are so much fun to color because they lead such interesting, magical lives! They meet princesses, dragons and
mermaids. They visit castles and enchanted woodlands, fly through stars and rainbow skies and even wind up in the Land of Sweets! Share the fun and magic of unicorns with a special child!
This coloring book is a great non-screen activity to stimulate a child's creativity and imagination. It makes a perfect gift!About this unicorn coloring book:* Contains 34 completely unique
coloring pages. There are NO duplicate images in this book.* The pages are single-sided to prevent bleed-through, and so that pages can be removed and displayed without losing an image
on the back.* We have carefully designed each page to be entertaining and suitable for children in the 4 to 8 year-old age range. We have avoided overly-intricate designs as well as overlysimplistic ones. We believe children of this age love coloring fun scenes that fire up their imaginations, not a book full of simple shapes.* The pages are a nice, large 8.5x11 size.Magic
Unicorns Coloring Book
Books in the Color Magic series meld the youthful spontaneity of coloring with the sophisticated composition of mandalas and garden patterns for a relaxing artistic experience that anyone can
enjoy. Coloring encourages the imaginative hobbyist to take a break from the daily routine to create something simple yet exquisite. And the beautiful images in these books, when complete,
are ideal for decorating, framing, and gift-giving. InMagic Garden, there are beautiful flowers and decorative patterns to color and enjoy.
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy
masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every
image is printed on a single-sided page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to display your
masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a wonderful gifted item.
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From the creator of the worldwide bestsellers World of Flowers and Lost Ocean, a beautiful new coloring book that takes you on a captivating journey through imagined and fantastical realms.
This isn't just a book; rather, it is a magical portal to many wondrous worlds. Within these pages you'll find tree-top castles, floating islands, and fairytale villages, all waiting to be brought to life
in your colors. Go on an adventure and let your imagination roam from world to world, discovering enchanted sea turtles, curious cats, and lost song birds along the way. In this new coloring
book, Johanna Basford lends her signature style of inky illustration to a series of brand new inkscapes and themes, all with a sprinkling of her much-loved botanicals. Get ready to discover
whole new worlds of colors!
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Rediscover colouring with this pocket edition of Johanna Basford's multi-million bestseller Secret Garden. Take a ramble through a secret garden created in beautifully detailed pen-and-ink
illustrations. Bring them to life with colour, while discovering the wealth of tiny creatures just waiting to be found in the pages. With gorgeous artworks, this book will appeal to all ages.
Welcome to the Enchanted Garden of delicate delights. Here, you will find 27 artfully composed coloring pages featuring elegant diminutive ladies, walking among or quietly resting on realistic
garden flowers of petunias, lilies, hostas, roses, gladiolas and more. Some children are found in the garden, too. These coloring pages were produced by award-winning artist Sandy Winfree,
from her detailed pencil drawings in her Enchanted Garden series. The images are printed on only one side of the paper for removal and display.
More than 30 full-page portraits feature ladies with elaborate halos of flowers, birds, hearts, geometrics, and other intertwined figures and shapes. Printed on one side of perforated pages for
easy removal and display.
The new book by the author of the Sunday Times bestseller, Millie Marotta’s Animal Kingdom. Enter Millie’s wonderful world of treetop treasures and discover the birds nesting and flying high
up in the treetops, and the myriad creatures found among the branches. The enchanting illustrations to colour in range from birds such Major Mitchell’s cockatoo and rose robins, to the
magnolia warbler, silver-eared mesia and whiskered treeswift. As well as the beautiful birds of the world, Millie’s intricate designs show the more unusual creatures residing in the treetops,
such as the Amazonian milk frog, the sugar glider or the tree-kangaroo. Millie’s inimitable style is treasured by thousands around the world and in this new, exciting book there are all sorts of
creatures and fauna waiting to be coloured in, from tiny insects to winged beasts and scaled reptiles to buds and blossoms. The world’s rainforests, woodlands and thickets are teeming with
life and this book guarantees hours of relaxation and colouring fun.
A welcoming drawing guide for creating beautiful worlds and wondrous wildlife from bestselling artist Johanna Basford Through her bestselling coloring books and distinctive illustrations,
Johanna Basford’s beautiful forests, ocean depths, and hidden magical kingdoms have enchanted millions of people around the world. In this lovely and accessible guide, she shares the fun,
simple, no-skills-needed secrets to creating your own wondrous realms through fanciful, expressive line drawing. With step-by-step exercises, inspiring prompts, and still plenty of pages to
color, you’ll be free to let your creativity run wild. How to Draw Inky Wonderlands invites you to develop your personal drawing style and master creating marvelous creatures and landscapes
using only the pen or pencil in your hand and the wildest reaches of your imagination.
Tumble down the rabbit hole and find yourself in an inky black-and-white wonderland. Following on from the success of the best-selling colouring book Secret Garden by Johanna Basford, this
set of three mini journals has beautifully illustrated covers decorated with gold foil and is packaged as a gift set. Each journal contains 64 blank pages for your notes and sketches. Appealing
to all ages, the intricately realised world of the secret garden is both beautiful and inspirational.
Put yourself in the hands of renowned artist Rachel Reinert--and take your coloring to the next level! The basics of coloring seem simple: choose colors and stay within the lines. But with
Rachel Reinert's techniques, anyone can go beyond to create vivid, awe-inspiring works of art. Her accessible tutorials teach readers everything they need to know about color theory,
shading, burnishing, cross-hatching, and so much more. Coloring enthusiasts will appreciate her easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions as they apply her methods to creative projects.
Inspirational images of Rachel's colored illustrations provide eye-opening examples of the beauty that can be achieved with the simplest of materials--and 24 pages of black-and-white line art
allow artists to practice their newfound skills. .
A special artist's edition of the international bestseller Enchanted Forest with 20 illustrations from the original book, ready to color and frame."The colorists have a queen, and her name is
Johanna Basford." - New York Magazine"Consider trading in your yoga mat for a set of markers and peruse the gorgeous gardens of Basford's imagination." - The Huffington Post"The best
coloring book for anxiety." - Teen Vogue"This book celebrates the glory of all things green and nature-y in the best way possible: coloring book form! Even if you don't want to add color, the
illustrations themselves are frame-worthy loveliness." - Brit+ CoFrom the publisher that brought you the hugely successful #1 New York Times bestsellers Secret garden and Enchanted
Forest, this special artist's edition features 20 beautiful, removable art prints for coloring in. Coloring fans of all ages will enjoy immersing themselves in a selection of the most popular artworks
from the original book featuring owls, unicorns, hot air balloons, birdhouses, floral skulls, a magic castle, and more. The stunning illustrations make for beautiful and affordable wall décor
whether they are customized in color or left as simple, black and white line drawings.Special features of the artist's edition include: - Presented in a new, large-scale format for maximum
coloring enjoyment- Printed on thicker, high-quality card stock- Can be used with a variety of mediums including both colored pencils and markers- Poster book-style prints can be removed
easily for framing, display, or craft projects- Only one image is printed on each pull-out poster so coloring artists don't have to make an impossible choice between favoritesFans of Leila Duly,
Millie Marotta, and Daisy Fletcher will devour Johanna Basford's intricate scenes of flora and fauna.Search #JohannaBasford on social media for hundreds of thousands of examples of
shading and coloring techniques. Get inspired and get started.
From the publisher that brought you the hugely successful Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest - this special artist's edition features 20 beautiful, pull-out art prints for colouring in. Colouring
fans of all ages will enjoy immersing themselves in a selection of the most popular artworks from the original book, now presented in a new, large-scale format for maximum colouring
enjoyment.Each detailed illustration is printed on high-quality card and can be removed easily for framing or craft projects.

Cheerful rural villages, forests, lakeside scenery, and magical people await you and your colored pencils in this follow-up to Romantic Country: A Fantasy Coloring Book and
Romantic Country: The Second Tale by Japanese illustrator Eriy, who uses an ink-dipped toothpick to draw each intricate design. Inside are pages and pages of provincial
delights for you to bring to life through coloring: magical forests filled with fairies, delightful town squares bustling with people, whimsical village scenes, charming castles with
towers-and so much more, sure to delight people of all ages. Romantic Country: The Third Tale will whisk you away to a black-and-white fantasy land that you can bring to
colorful life.
"A Penguin original coloring book"--Back cover.
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A fantastic floral adventure and the latest sensational coloring book from bestselling artist Johanna Basford This book invites you to travel the world and beyond into fantastical
realms, discovering exotic blooms and extraordinary plants along the way. From floating gardens of water poppies in South Africa to delicate cosmos in Japan, and from fanciful
toadstools to enchanted fairytale gardens, an abundance of fascinating florals awaits, ready for you to bring to life in color. Join “colorist queen” (New York Magazine) Johanna
Basford on a dazzling floral adventure of fantasy and imagination, filled with countless new blooms and blossoms to discover. Beautiful and interactive, World of Flowers is a
blissful and relaxing at-home activity for people of all ages.
From the creator of the worldwide bestsellers Secret Garden and Lost Ocean, a beautiful new adult coloring book, printed on ivory paper and featuring delicate tangles of holly
and ivy, bauble-laden Christmas trees, and mountains of exquisitely wrapped gifts. From flurries of delicate snowflakes to deliciously decorated gingerbread houses and reindeerled sleighs, Johanna’s Christmas is a celebration of this wonderful holiday season that invites you to pick up your pens and pencils to color, complete, or embellish each of the
festive artworks. Each of the 37 images in this book is printed single-sided on perforated paper, so you can color and remove the images—the perfect frameable holiday gift! Now
printed on specially selected ivory paper. This paper has been specifically created for Johanna Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for creating
beautiful colored pencil effects or chalk pastel backgrounds but also wonderful for pens, which will glide effortlessly over its surface.
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